The energy efficiency of proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells always keeps changing with load and time. Considering cell diversity and operation variety, it's of necessity to find a simple method to estimate the changes. The work is done with the recently developed ideal cell model on behalf of various real cells, and results in a complete set of efficiency formulae including one for the instantaneous and three for the average. The formulae stand for a volt-ampere method which permits the average efficiency to be estimated in the form of state function of cell output like the instantaneous efficiency. With cell constants for cell specialty representation in this method, the formulae can extend to cover various real cells and make it realized to broadly overview the instantaneous and average efficiency movements with both load and time throughout cell operating ranges. The energy efficiency formulization and overviews may help make clear the correlative parameters with the efficiency, help deepen acquaintance with efficiency change and assist in cell operation optimization.
Introduction
PEM fuel cells are well known as one of attractive energy conversion devices. As an integrated utilization index of energy or fuel, the energy efficiency of the cells may be of interest technically and economically [1, 2] . In general, both the instantaneous and average efficiencies keep moving with load magnitude and operating time. So it may be needed to represent the movements especially of the average efficiency for various cells over their whole operating ranges (the working zones). Tackling the efficiency problem constitutes an important precursory part of combination of efficiency and economics of fuel cells and finally contributes to determining economically optimum operating route of the cells.
For broad overviews of the efficiency changes, both the load-and time-dependent evolutions of both the instantaneous and average efficiencies may be expected to be displayed over the working zones of the cells. In respect of the instantaneous efficiency, the load-dependent evolution has been extensively surveyed, for example, by Barbir and Gómez [1] , Gonnet et al. [3] , Zhang et al. [4] , San Martin et al. [5] and Hou et al. [6] , but all of the examinations were performed only on certain moments and thus the change profile over the whole duration of the cells keeps unfamiliar. The average efficiency change seems more significant, but in this respect, even no example has ever been provided in public documents about either the load-or time-dependent evolution surprisingly, as far as we know.
For general, unified and concise evolution rules of the energy efficiency, both sides of the term should be given appropriate calculating formulae. The definition of the term can work as one method to directly determine the efficiency certainly, but it seems inconvenient and can't reveal the different contributions to the evolutions. To date one typical formula [1, 7, 8] and other complex versions [3] [4] [5] 9] can be found in public documents, but in essence all of them were designed for the instantaneous efficiency and more regretfully further use of them has scarcely been made toward formulization of the average efficiency. An approach was once proposed by Kazim [2] to determine the economically tolerable minimal average efficiency, but it may not mean an average efficiency formula.
Two of the major obstacles to formulizing and overviewing the operation evolutions of the energy efficiency may lie in cell diversity and operation variety. Just as well the obstacles have been removed by introducing a five-constant ideal cell model as prototype to regularize various real cells in our recent work [10] . This may permit us to concentrate on the current task. The ideal cell model itself contains several treatments, and now more treatments also appear necessary in order to get cell efficiency analytically expressed uniformly in the whole operating range. Approximations, assumptions and others may bring some errors, so all the treatments are restricted within small ranges and on the premise of the least affected determination of the economically optimum operating endpoint of the cells.
Formulization of Efficiency Evolutions

The Definition of Energy Efficiency
Energy efficiency means the conversion proportion of chemical energy to electrical energy, as shown in Formula (1) where η is the efficiency, W is the electrical work, and ΔH is the enthalpy change of the cell reaction of hydrogen with oxygen. Here, it may be convenient to measure W and ΔH in terms of unit active area of the ideal cell.
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In the definition, the electrical energy refers to the electricity output of fuel cells themselves instead of fuel cell systems, and the chemical energy refers to the converted energy. Additional energy or fuel consumptions that do not contribute to the electrical energy are not included in the chemical energy. The additional consumptions will be included in the total cost along with the available part when the cost performance is calculated in our next work.
Instantaneous Efficiency Equation
When W and ΔH tend towards infinitesimal, Formula (1) reflects the instantaneous efficiency of the ideal cell at one certain operating point and turns into Formula (2). In Formulae (2) and (3),    is the instantaneous efficiency, F is the Faraday constant, Δ r H f,m is the molar enthalpy change of the cell reaction, and U * denotes the thermalequivalent electromotive force (TEEF), a constant independent of temperature and pressure. For lower and higher heating value cells, TEEF is separately 1.282 V and 1.481 V as suggested by pioneering documents [1, 7, 8] . These are the values under standard conditions. (2) it can be seen that the instantaneous efficiency depends only on the voltage of the operating points. Such a simple dependence may mostly originate from the assumption that TEEF keeps constant. The assumption overlooks the little and changeful influence of minor factors and simplifies efficiency calculation, and it seems highly beneficial to the derivation of the average efficiency equation. In essence, the assumption may be double. It is known the molar enthalpy change of the cell reaction varies with operating temperature and species concentrations (or partial pressures). However, both variations may be so little in comparison with the Faraday constant under realistic operating conditions that they can be neglected and TEEF appears almost independent of operating temperature and species concentrations.
Formula (2) can be seen in or derived from public documents [1, 7, 8] as typical of the most concise form. Here it is termed the instantaneous efficiency equation and keeps valid only in the working zone of the ideal cell. The equation may represent a volt-ampere method to calculate the instantaneous efficiency with which no other variables need to be known than cell voltage (and current). Complex versions of the instantaneous efficiency formula can also be found in public documents [3, 5] , and they may represent non-volt-ampere methods with which current density and fuel consumption or supply need to be known besides voltage (and current). In the non-volt-ampere methods, addition energy or fuel consumptions are included in the chemical energy, as one of the ideologies and methodologies to deal with the efficiency problem. By consideration of the additional consumptions, the energy efficiency may be conceptually revised, and by measurement of fuel consumption or supply, the non-volt-ampere methods may be highly sensitive to measurement errors at small loads. Moreover, the complex expressions of the instantaneous efficiency with the non-volt-ampere methods may make it difficult or impossible to get the average efficiency expressed concisely and analytically. and λ both are called the polarization constants, and they are separately the slope and intercept of the linear part of the initial steady-state polarization (SSP) curve. β and μ both are called the degradation constants, and they are separately the rates of change with time of α and λ. In the ideal cell model, there also exists the fifth cell constant, L a , and it is the absolute lifetime of the cell.
flects the average efficiency of the ideal cell over a period of time. Under a fixed load P, the average efficiency during operating time l may be represented with Formula (4). In Formulae (4)-(6),  , EH , and R U are the average efficiency, the average electricity-hydrogen ratio, and the average voltage of the cell under load P, respectively, and 2 H denotes the number of moles of hydrogen consumed by the cell.
It is seen from Formula (4) that the average efficiency is directly proportional to the average electricity-hydrogen ratio, and such a relationship also exists between the instantaneous efficiency and electricity-hydrogen ratio. Thus, the efficiency is in fact also the effective utilization index of fuel. It is also seen from Formula (4) that the average efficiency is directly proportional to the average voltage, which means that the average efficiency can be expressed formally as the instantaneous efficiency can.
Formula (4) may be difficult to use directly. In order to render it direct, the relationship between l and j should first be established. The relationship is determined jointly by the load and cell characteristic equations, as separately given in Formulae (7) and (8) . The load characteristic equation represents the operating regime of the ideal cell, the constant-power mode; for real cells, this regime might be understood as the time-averaged one as well. The cell characteristic equation may approximately describe the volt-ampere movement of the ideal cell with time. Although this equation doesn't hold in the activation polarization region, the derived average efficiency equation can approximately apply. See Section 3.2 for details.
Formulae (7) and (8) may define the l-j relationship. Substituting j for l according to the relationship in Formula (4) or (6) gives three expressions of the average efficiency during operating time l under load P, as given in Formulae (9)-(11), depending on three different kinds of cell degradation characteristics.
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In Formulae (9)-(11), j 0 is the initial current density of the cell under load P, which may be expressed as:
Formulae (9)-(11) are just the analytical expressions of the average efficiency. All of them are called the average efficiency equation of PEM fuel cells, and they are all restricted by the boundaries of the working zone. Formulae (9)-(11) stand for the first form of the average efficiency equation, and the second form will be given in Section 3.1.
Generalization of Energy Efficiency Equations
The instantaneous efficiency equation, Formula (2), and the average efficiency equation, Formulae (9)-(11), may add up to a complete set of efficiency formulae of the ideal cell. These formulae may make sense only in the working zone of the cell.
With the cell constants for cell specialty characterization, the average efficiency equation can be generalized to a diversity of real cells. The generalization can be performed through regularization of the degradation behavior of real cells. Once regularized, various real cells can be described formally like the ideal cell so that the average efficiency equation may approximately apply to real cells.
As for the instantaneous efficiency equation, its generality seems obvious, as it can be derived even free of the ideal cell model.
Overviews of Efficiency Evolutions
Transformation of the Average Efficiency Equation
By substituting Formula (7) into Formulae (9)- (11), the second form of the average efficiency equation can be obtained, as represented by Formulae (13)-(15). These formulae may represent a simple method to calculate or predict the average efficiency only with the operating endpoint and cell constants, and besides, they may facilitate overviews of the evolutions of average efficiency. In them, j 0 is given as Formula (16). when 0
when 0 
It is known from Formulae (13)-(16), although the average efficiency essentially reflects the average process property of the cell over a period of time, it can be expressed with the individual state property of the corresponding operating endpoint. In this sense, the average efficiency of the cell over a period of time might be reliably referred to as the average efficiency of the operating end-point. It may be clearly seen, the average efficiency is the product of the instantaneous efficiency and a coefficient. The coefficient is also a state function involving cell constants.
It is also known from Formulae (9)-(11) or (13)
ther β nor μ appears in the equation, the dependences of the average efficiency on j, P, α, and λ are different.
Construction of Efficiency Distributions
For ideal and real cells, the instantaneous and average efficiencies may keep evolving with load magnitude and operating time. As known from Section 2, both of the instantaneous and average efficiencies can behave as one of the state functions of the cells, which means the evolutions can be turned into those with the operating point. In this way, the two single evolutions (as load magnitude and operating time) of both the instantaneous and average efficiencies can be outlined together in the working zone to give the instantaneous and average efficiency distributions.
As the instantaneous efficiency is directly proportional to the voltage, the operating points of the same voltage would constitute one line of equal instantaneous efficiency. Drawing such lines all over the working zone of one cell at regular intervals gives the instantaneous efficiency distribution of the cell. The average efficiency is not directly proportional to operating voltage, but Formulae (13)-(15) may be viewed as the average efficiency contour equation. Extend the Formulae to cover the nonlinear polarization region and draw the average efficiency contours at regular intervals in the working zone, then the average efficiency distribution can be obtained.
Deconvolution of the working zone may help analyze efficiency distributions and obverse efficiency evolutions. In one hand, the working zone may result from the sweep of SSP curve with operating time, so the evolution at one moment as load magnitude can be observed along the SSP curve at the moment. On the other hand, the work-
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ing zone may be viewed as composed of countless load curves, so the evolution at one load magnitude as operating time can be observed along the load curve. Besides, more other composite evolutions than the two single evolutions may also be overviewed from the distributions.
Examples of Efficiency Evolutions
The instantaneous and average efficiency distributions of three ideal cells of lower heating value are displayed in Figures 1 and 2 for overviews of the efficiency evolutions of the cells throughout their entire absolute lifetimes. Belonging to three different kinds of degradation characteristics, these cells are of the same polarization constants, long and different lifetimes and closely related degradation constants, as listed in Table 1 . Long life- 5 show three examples separately corresponding to two single cells and a 135-cell stack. They all are real samples of higher heating value and their working zones are all of ideally revised version [10] . As known from Table 2 , they belong to three different kinds of degradation characteristics and have no close relationship in cell constant values. See documents [10] [11] [12] for details of these samples and see our recent work [10] for details of regularizations.
In these distributions, curves abc, de, cd and bd are the initial SSP curve, the final SSP curve (or the absolute lifetime end-curve), the relative lifetime end-curve and the critical load curve, respectively; points a and e separately are the starting points of the initial and final SSP curves; points c and d separately are the intersection points of the initial and final SSP curves with the relative lifetime end-curve; point b is the intersection point of the critical load curve with the initial SSP curve; and dotted load curves at regular intervals of power density are also given.
Discussion
The Role of Cell Constants
The energy efficiency formulae may greatly facilitate the estimation of the operating efficiency of PEM fuel cells, as it seems almost unpractical to calculate the operating efficiency point by point throughout the operating range of the cells with the non-volt-ampere methods. In an extensive meaning, they might proximately apply to all types of fuel cells. Two general trends may be seen from Figures 1 and 2 the efficiencies decrease with load magnitude and operating time, which may be ascribed to and reflect the polarization loss and degradation loss. The instantaneous efficiency evolutions are simple, while the average efficiency evolutions are complex. The complexity may come from the internal combined contributions of three major factors including cell performance, degradation and service life time, and the average efficiency formulae may well describe the complexity.
The energy efficiency formulae may be understood as the concise and inclusive representations of the compositive influence of the related factors on the energy efficiency. In the formulae, the cell constants may function as the resultant and intermediary parameters to correlate the related factors with the average efficiency. The related factors include component properties, production methods, operating conditions, and so on, thus one can estimate their influence on the efficiency through estimation of their impacts on cell constants.
Errors and Reduction
From Formula Coverage Extension
It can be seen from Figure 2 , although Formula (8) doesn't hold in the activation polarization part of the working zones, the resultant evolution profiles of the average efficiency in the part appear logical, which may mean the average efficiency equation, Formulae (13)- (15), approximately applies to the part as well. The treatment of the activation polarization part was not involved in the ideal cell model, thus the extension of the average efficiency equation to cover this part appears a supplement.
The initial SSP curve defined by Formula (8) can be regarded as an auxiliary line to divide the part into two plots, and with the auxiliary line as the suppositional initial SSP line for both plots, the average efficiency can be evaluated everywhere in the part. Because of the virtual time applied in both plots, the treatment leads to a slight underestimation of the average efficiency in the part, and the efficiency data should be read in company with the crude SSP curves and load curves in the part. Actually, the average efficiency equation is derived without consideration of time, and it gets the entire profiles one-time drawn.
For quite a few real cells, the extension of the formulae coverage seems unnecessary because the activation polarization part seems so small that it can be disregarded. Figures 3-5 are just of such samples.
From Cell Regularization
The general evolution trends may still exist in real cells as seen from Figures 3-5 . Obviously, the trends originate from the adaptions of real cells to ideal cells. The adaption may produce some calculation error as well, as one of the negative consequences of the use of cell constants. However, with respect to error reduction, the regularization might make this method more attractive than the non-volt-ampere methods, especially in the range of small current density.
The load-dependent evolution trend of the instantaneous efficiency displayed in Figures 3-5 appears different from what have been given in some of previous documents [4] [5] [6] . In them were the evolution profiles with a maximum instantaneous efficiency, i.e. the instantaneous efficiency increases with current density in certain ranges of low current density. Such abnormal profiles may be of the non-volt-ampere methods [3, 5, 9] , but under small loads calculation errors may be not ignored either. With the non-volt-ampere methods, any small measurement error in fuel consumption or fuel supply may incur a great calculation error in the instantaneous efficiency under small loads. For this reason and more in consideration of the straitness of the error-sensitive ranges, prudential practices [1, 3, 6 ] may be to give no examination of the efficiency in a narrow current range adjacent to open circuit voltage.
From Constant-TEEF Assumption
One more problem that is worth further discussion on the formulization of the energy efficiency may be the use of the TEEF constant. This refers to the different TEEF constant values taken for the lower and higher heating value cells. When cells operate at the temperatures near the boiling point of water, it may be difficult to determine which value is taken for the calculation, and whichever is chosen, an error may be unavoidable. Such an error may be attributed to the implication of the chemical energy. When phase change is involved in the energy conversion, whether phase change heat counts toward the chemical energy may affect calculation result. This may be a matter of theory as it needs to be made clear whether or not liquid water is the direct product of the electrochemical reaction below the boiling point. In the current measure, to reduce error, interpolation method may be considered for TEEF constant determination near the boiling point of water.
On Efficiency Comparison
Acquaintance with the general trends and vast panoramas of the efficiency evolutions of ideal and real cells may bring up the subject of rational efficiency comparison and make a basic contradiction between efficient and full uses of cells emerge. For a rational comparison, great emphasis may be placed on average efficiency instead of instantaneous efficiency, so that the focus may shift on to selection of operating end-point for each of involved cells and a basic contradiction between efficient and full uses of cells comes out. On balance, the average energy efficiency may be cumbered with the average power generation cost. Overuse may lead to low efficiency and high efficiency may go against full use. At last, the resolution of the contradiction may turn to the maximization of cost performance.
Conclusions
The energy efficiency movements of PEM fuel cells with load and time are uniformly described with the voltampere method for a diversity of real cells and the energy efficiency evolutions are well displayed over the working zones of the cells. The main conclusions include:
1) By neglecting the changeful and minor of the influence of operating temperature and species concentrations, the instantaneous and average efficiency movements can be concisely and adequately described separately with one and three formulae based on the five-constant idea cell model.
2) The instantaneous efficiency only depends on and is in direct proportion to operating voltage. The average efficiency has no simple load-and time-dependences unlike the instantaneous efficiency, but it can also be analytically expressed in the form of the state function of operating end-point like the instantaneous efficiency.
3) The average efficiency closely depends on degradation characteristics among others. However, although both degradation constants affect the average efficiency, but they don't always appear in the formulae. If both of them are not equal to 0, then both are included in the equation. If either of them is 0, then neither of them is included.
4) The efficiency formulae can be translated to a diversity of real cells by formal revision of them. With the formulae, both the load-and time-dependent movements of both the instantaneous and average efficiencies can be overviewed throughout the whole working zone of the cells in the form of energy efficiency distribution.
5) Ascribed to and reflecting the polarization loss and degradation loss, the general trends are exhibited both the instantaneous and average efficiencies decrease with load magnitude and operating time throughout the working zones of ideal and real cells.
